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J e a n  C a m p b e l l

There’s an exciting sector in the bead community comprised of bead makers. You can see some

of their wares on the following pages. Truly works of art, handmade beads can be created from

just about anything, but here are descriptions of three types of beads you can enjoy and purchase

at most bead shows.
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GLASS BEADS

Lampworked beads, also known as

flameworked beads, are made by melt-

ing the end of a glass rod in a hot

flame and touching it to a thin metal

mandrel. Artists spin the mandrel in

the flame to wind the hot glass around

it, then pull the glass rod away. Next

they shape the bead using special tools

and release the resulting bead from

the mandrel only after the glass is

carefully cooled.

The glasses used in lampworking

are silica-based. Different oxide addi-

tives in each type of glass lend unique

qualities, modifying such attributes as

workability and melting point. There

are three types of art glass:

Lead glass This easily worked glass

softens at 1,145°F and is best known for

its use in drinkware and neon tubing.

It has gained popularity with bead mak-

ers who use the lead-based Satake glass.

Soda-lime glass This glass softens

at 1,337°F and is the most common

type of glass used for fusing and lam-

pworking because it is both easy to

work with and inexpensive. Effetre

glass is a soda-lime glass.

Borosylicate This glass softens at

1,400°F and is more commonly known

as Pyrex. It is much more difficult to

work with than the soda-lime variety,

but, in the end, it’s much more

durable.

To find out more about lamp-

working, consult More Than You Ever

Wanted to Know About Glass Bead-

making, James Kervin, 1999.
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OVEN-FIRED BEADS

These sculpted beads are created

from clays that have been developed

in recent years. Two varieties are listed

below.

Precious Metal Clay This mater-

ial looks and acts much like fine clay.

The difference can be seen when it

is heated—it turns into fine silver or

24kt gold. Developed by the Mitsu-

bishi Materials Corporation of Japan,

PMC is composed of fine particles of

precious metal suspended in an organic

binder. When you fire it between

1,100–1,440°F, the binder burns away

to leave solid metal. Because PMC

begins as clay, an artist can mold and

manipulate the design of beads in a

way not possible with sheet metals, but

the clay can be finished the same as

any metal by polishing, drilling, stone-

setting, enameling, providing patinas,

etc. A similar product is sold as Silver

Art Clay.

Polymer clay This colorful plasticine

clay was developed in 1930s Germany,

and artists can use it for a wide array of

techniques. Polymer clay acts much like

a fine earthen clay, but its bright colors

offer artists many more opportunities.

One technique that takes advantage of

the color of the clay is cane-making.

The artist creates color-patterned rolls

of clay and cuts them to create identi-

cal slices that look like simple checker-

boards, faces, mandalas, or any number

of patterns. After the artist forms a bead

using polymer clay, she fires it at a low

temperature (275°F). The hardened

bead can be painted, drilled, sanded,

and carved. The most common brands

of polymer clay in the United States are

FIMO and Sculpey.

HAND-CARVED

BEADS

There’s a long and rich tradition of

handmade beads created from the

materials that surround us. Usually

hand-chiseled or hand-carved, these

beads come in a wide variety of sizes,

styles, and materials. Here is a selec-

tion you may find at any bead show.

Stone These handcrafted beads are

roughed out from semiprecious stone,

drilled, and faceted using chisels,

grinders, and polishers. Many beads

of this type come from India and

China.

Bone and Horn These inexpensive

handmade beads usually come from

Indonesia and the Philippines and are

created from the bone or horns of

working animals such as goats, camels,

and cattle. Bone beads are initially

white but can be dyed any color.

Ivory This bead-making material was

once taken from the tusks of wild ani-

mals, but in 1972, animal protection

laws made the practice of harvesting

ivory from wild animals illegal. You

can now purchase vintage ivory beads,

newly created fossilized ivory beads,

and beads created by a legally exempt

native Alaskan, Aleut, or Eskimo.

Wood Wood is most likely the first

material to have been used for hand-

made beads because it is relatively soft

and easy to carve. Today handmade

wooden beads often come in the form

of elaborate prayer beads made of san-

dalwood or rosewood. Also popular

are red Chinese carved and lacquered

“cinnabar” beads, named after the

bright red mineral.

Nuts These beads are created from

a variety of hard nuts such as coconut.

Another popular type of nut used for

beads is tagua, or vegetable ivory, an

extremely hard nut sustainably har-

vested from the rainforest floor.

Resin A relatively new handcrafted

bead to hit the U.S. market, resin beads

are created by villagers in Java. The

bead maker pours colored liquid resin

into a mold, allows it to dry, and then

hand cuts, sands, and drills each piece

to fashion individual beads. The result

is beads that are somewhat transpar-

ent, durable, and have a vibrant color

that won’t fade. m
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